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ABSTRACT: The effect of the deposition temperature (Tdep) on the crystallo-
graphic orientation of pulsed laser-deposited FeCo/MgO(100) thin film was
determined by means of X-ray reflectivity and high resolution trasmission electron
microscopy analysis and was correlated with the magnetic anisotropy properties
measured by angle dependent hysteresis loops. Highly textured films with a bcc
structure and very smooth surface were obtained even at room temperature, the film
being [100] and [110] oriented, at Tdep = 25 °C and 150 °C, respectively. The cubic
symmetry is reflected in the angular dependence of remanent magnetization, showing
a 4-fold character, whose in-plane distribution is consistent with the different
crystallographic orientations of the films. The high structural quality, even at room
temperature, is reflected in a high value of the saturation magnetization and low
coercivity, matching the requirements for technological applications.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the wide number of technological applications of
magnetic materials requires not only strict control of their
chemical and physical properties but also an always increasing
capability to properly tailor their magnetic properties to
optimize the devices performance. Among the ferromagnetic
materials, the FeCo alloy is one of the most studied for its
peculiar combination of high saturation magnetization (1.95
MA/m), high Curie temperature (1250 K), high permeability
(up to 5000), and good mechanical properties,1,2 providing
high versatility and the ability to use this material in different
applications. The soft ferromagnetic FeCo-based alloys are
currently considered as the best candidate for spintronic-based
devices (e.g., hard disk drive heads and magnetic random access
memories)3−5 because they allow for achieving the highest
tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) value in highly oriented
and crystalline FeCo(B)/MgO/FeCo(B) junctions.6,7 Soft
FeCo alloys have also been proposed in conjunction with
hard magnetic materials, such as the L10-FePt alloy (exchange-
coupled composite systems), for ultrahigh density magnetic
recording media, which showed improved properties8 with
respect to the more commonly investigated Fe/FePt
system9−11 due to the larger value of saturation magnetization
of the FeCo phase. The concept of an FeCo-based exchange-
coupled system has also been envisaged for a novel permanent
magnet exceeding the (BH)max value of NdFeB alloys while

reducing the content of the critical and expensive rare-earth
elements. Furthermore, it has recently been demonstrated both
theoretically12 and experimentally13 that a highly anisotropic
FeCo phase (Ku up to 107 J/m3) can be obtained by properly
tuning the FeCo chemical composition and tetragonal
distortion, this material being of great interest for the previously
mentioned applications.
In other words, the rich phase diagram that arises from the

full miscibility of the two elements in the whole concentration
range makes the FeCo a peculiar system whose magnetic
properties can be suitably tailored, providing that precise
control over the stoichiometry and the structure is ensured.14,15

For this purpose, the choice of the fabrication process is of
crucial importance, especially when the structural order is
required over a restricted thickness or volume, i.e., in
nanostructured thin films and nanoparticles.
Among the deposition techniques to produce thin films,

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has the peculiarity of growing
materials from a plasma formed by high energy species (with
kinetic energies Ek between 10 and 100 eV), resulting in an
enhanced surface mobility of the adatoms that settle on the
substrate,16,17 thus leading to smooth film surfaces and high
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crystallographic quality. Moreover, the laser source is outside
the vacuum chamber, and this provides a much larger flexibility
in the choice of the material as a target, the geometrical
arrangements, and the variation of the deposition parameters.
Thanks to the congruent removal of the target constituents,
PLD has been widely used to deposit complex metal oxide
films, such as high-Tc superconductors, hexaferrites, and
multiferroics.17,18 Furthermore, in the last few decades, this
technique has been successfully exploited for the growth of
metallic thin films and multilayers,19−24 paving the way for a
simpler process to fabricate a new class of advanced
multifunctional films and heterostructures (i.e., ferroelectric/
ferromagnetic materials) where complex oxides and metallic
alloys are properly combined.
In this paper, we demonstrate that, by properly choosing the

laser fluence, temperature, and substrate, it is possible to obtain
high quality continuous Fe50Co50 thin films on MgO (100)
substrates characterized by low coercivity, high saturation
magnetization, and a high degree of crystallographic order even
at 25 °C, and with the possibility to vary the growth orientation
by slightly changing the substrate temperature. The high
instantaneous deposition rate caused by the high laser energy
fluence in a short pulse duration (17 ns) and the low
temperature of the substrate are considered key parameters
affecting the film growth mechanism and the relative
orientation with respect to the MgO (100) plane.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Continuous Fe50Co50 films were deposited on polished MgO (100)
single-crystal substrates (Crystal) at 25 and 150 °C deposition
temperature (Tdep) in a high vacuum PLD chamber. Hereafter, the
samples will be denoted according to Tdep (i.e., S25 and S150).
Depositions were performed by focusing a pulsed KrF excimer laser (λ
= 248 nm, pulse duration = 17 ns) with a spot energy fluence of 7 J/
cm2 on a rotating FeCo target made of two equal sectors of the
individual elements (purity of 99.99%) assembled to form a 2 cm
diameter disk; the high rotation speed of ∼1000 rpm ensures the
homogeneity of the deposited material on the substrate, which is
assembled in a frontal geometry at 50 mm from the target. The PLD
chamber was evacuated down to a base pressure of 5 × 10−7 mbar
prior to the film deposition. The laser pulse repetition rate was 10 Hz
for a deposition duration of 10 min, leading to a film thickness of ∼14
nm. To protect the samples against oxidation, a thin Cu capping layer
was deposited on top. The final alloy composition was determined by
means of energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) analysis
performed by a Zeiss Supra 40 field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) equipped with Bruker Quantax 200 micro-
analysis, which confirmed a Co/Fe ratio close to 1.
To obtain information about the thickness, surface roughness, and

density of the deposited layers, we carried out X-ray reflectivity (XRR)
measurements using a Bruker D8 Advanced diffractometer equipped
with a θ−θ goniometer. The XRR analyses were performed using Cu
Kα radiation, and the obtained data were fitted by the Leptos 3.03
(Bruker AXS GmbH) simulation software.
The structural characterization was carried out by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) using a Philips CM200 microscope
operating at 200 kV and equipped with an LaB6 filament. For TEM
cross-sectional observations, samples were prepared by the conven-
tional thinning procedure consisting of mechanical polishing by
grinding papers, diamond pastes, and a dimple grinder. Final thinning
was carried out by an ion beam system (Gatan PIPS) using Ar ions at
5 kV.
The magnetic properties were studied at room temperature using a

commercial vector vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM model 10,
ADE Technologies) equipped with a rotating electromagnet. The
direction of magnetization with respect to the applied magnetic field
was determined by measuring in-plane hysteresis loops at different

angles in the film plane. Each loop was corrected for the diamagnetic
substrate and sample holder contributions.

■ RESULTS
Figure 1 reports the experimental XRR curves of the two
samples (open dots) superimposed to the simulated data fitting

(continuous line). The simulation was carried out considering
each sample as constituted of two separate continuous layers
(i.e., FeCo and Cu) with sharp interfaces deposited on the
MgO substrate. From the figure, it is evident that the data
fitting are in close agreement with the experimental data for
both curves, indicating reliable quantitative results (Table 1).

It is worth noting that the value of the nominal density ρn of
the FeCo magnetic layer corresponds to the density of the
cubic FeCo (Wairauite) stable compound (ICDD card no. 44-
1433). This value was used as the initial density value of the
FeCo layer in the simulation program. The results reported in
Table 1 show that the two samples are almost identical, being
the measured thickness very close to the nominal one. The only
detectable differences are a slightly thicker magnetic layer and a
slightly higher surface roughness of the Cu layer for sample
S150.
TEM bright field images of the two samples are shown in

Figure 2. The magnetic layers are continuous with a low
roughness and a uniform thickness of (12.0 ± 0.5) nm and (16
± 1) nm for the S25 and S150 samples, respectively, these

Figure 1. XRR curves of samples S25 and S150.

Table 1. Results of the XRR Experimental Data Simulation:
Thickness (t), Roughness (σ), Calculated Density (ρc), and
Nominal Bulk Density (ρn)

a

sample material t (nm) σ (nm) ρc (g/cm
3) ρn (g/cm

3)

S25 Cu 3.0 ± 0.9 1.3 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.8 8.935
FeCo 12.5 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.2 7.1 ± 0.3 8.173
MgO 0.50 ± 0.09 3.5698 3.5698

S150 Cu 2.8 ± 0.9 2.2 ± 0.5 5.9 ± 0.7 8.935
FeCo 15.1 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.3 7.0 ± 0.2 8.173
MgO 0.46 ± 0.08 3.5698 3.5698

aThe uncertainties associated with each parameter are the standard
deviations provided by the Leptos simulation program.
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values being in perfect agreement with the XRR data. Although
the deposition parameters, which mainly affect the film
thickness (deposition time and laser fluence) were fixed for
both samples, such a difference may be considered within the
limit of reproducibility of the PLD process, which is highly
directional and consequently extremely sensitive to the plume-
to-substrate reciprocal position and angle. The copper overlayer
is continuous and ∼2 nm thick. The magnetic layers are
crystalline and composed of columnar grains (Figure 2), the
lateral size of the grains ranging between 4 and 12 nm for
sample S25 (Figure 2a) and between 5 and 15 nm for sample
S150 (Figure 2b).
The crystallinity of the magnetic layers is confirmed by the

high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) images reported in Figure 3.
In both samples, two families of lattice planes are visible

corresponding to the substrate and the magnetic layer. The
lattice planes of the substrate are perpendicular to the interface,
and their interplanar distance of 0.210 nm is compatible with
the MgO {200} planes. The lattice planes in the FeCo layer are
slightly tilted with respect to the interface normal and have an
interplanar distance of 0.200 nm, compatible with the FeCo
{110} planes (considering the body centered cubic (bcc)
structure of FeCo).

The upper inset of Figure 3a reports the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the entire corresponding image. A similar
FFT is obtained for the whole image of the sample deposited at
higher temperature. In the upper inset of Figure 3a, the two
visible spots at the upper left and bottom right corners are due
to the previously mentioned MgO {200} and FeCo {110}
planes. The distance of the spots from the center depends on
the interplanar distance of each set of planes, and their angular
separation confirms the slightly different inclination of the
MgO and FeCo lattice planes with respect to the interface
normal. A portion of the inverse FFT of the image, obtained
using only the couple of spots visible in the FFT, is reported in
the lower inset of Figure 3a. This image is evidence of the
continuity of the lattice planes from the substrate to the
magnetic layer. However, taking into account the different
interplanar distance values of the two sets of lattice planes
(0.210 nm for MgO and 0.200 nm for FeCo), the formation of
dislocations at the interface between the substrate and the
magnetic layer is predictable. The presence of a dislocation at
the interface between MgO and FeCo in the S25 sample is
clearly visible in the lower inset of Figure 3a (arrow); on the
contrary, in the S150 sample (Figure 3b), the interface between
the substrate and the magnetic layer is disordered, and a clear

Figure 2. Bright field TEM images of samples S25 (a) and S150 (b).

Figure 3. HR-TEM images of (a) S25 and (b) S150. The interface between the substrate and the magnetic layer is indicated by a dark line. The
insets of (a) are an FFT of the image (upper) and a reconstructed image of the interface (lower) of the image, respectively.
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continuity of the lattice planes from one side to the other of the
interface is not visible.
To identify the crystallographic structure of the magnetic

layers, we carried out selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
measurements on the two samples. A selected area aperture
corresponding to a circular area of 300 nm diameter on the
sample was used to record the SAED patterns. The sample was
positioned with the deposited film corresponding to a diameter
of the circular aperture. Because of the aperture size, the SAED
patterns contain information from both the substrate and the
deposited film.
Typical SAED patterns are shown in Figure 4a and b for

samples S25 and S150, respectively.
Figure 4a shows intense diffraction spots due to the MgO

substrate in the <001> zone axis orientation (continuous cell)
and low intensity regularly distributed spots that can be
attributed to the FeCo film (dashed cell). From the interplanar
distances associated with these last diffraction spots and their
distribution, it is possible to deduce that the FeCo layer is in a
body centered cubic (bcc) phase with a lattice parameter a =
(0.286 ± 0.02) nm. Furthermore, the FeCo grains grew
oriented with respect to the substrate with the following
orientation relationships: {100}FeCo // {100}MgO ; <011>
FeCo // <001> MgO. In sample S25 in particular, the CoFe
grains grow with the {100} lattice planes parallel to the
interface plane. Analyzing the SAED pattern of sample S150

(Figure 4b), the diffraction spots due to the MgO substrate
oriented in the <001> zone axis are clearly visible (continuous
cell). In this case, however, the most intense diffraction spots
due to the FeCo layer are regularly distributed in a different
way with respect to the previous sample (compare the dashed
cells of Figure 4). Measuring the interplanar distances
associated with the spots and their geometry, it is possible to
deduce, again, that the FeCo is in a body centered cubic (bcc)
phase with the same lattice parameter and orientation
relationships with the substrate obtained for the sample
deposited at room temperature. The only difference is that
now the FeCo grains grow with the {011} lattice planes parallel
to the interface plane. It is worth noting that, in this case, by a
rotation of 90° around the normal to the interface plane, two
equivalent orientations of the CoFe cell on the interface plane
are possible (as also evidenced in Figure 7).
The magnetic properties of the FeCo films were investigated

by analyzing the room temperature angular-dependent
hysteresis loops collected by sweeping the magnetic field in
the range ±0.1 T at different angles ϕ from the [100] MgO
direction (0° < ϕ < 180°, with a 10° step) in the film plane
where, due to the shape anisotropy, the magnetization is usually
expected to lie. Representative hysteresis loops along the [100],
[110], and [010] in-plane MgO crystallographic orientations
are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. SAED patterns of sample S25 (a) and S150 (b). The MgO cell in orientation [001] is indicated by continuous lines, whereas the FeCo
cells in orientation [011] (S25) and [100] (S150) are indicated by dashed lines.

Figure 5. Room temperature hysteresis loops measured along the [100], [110], and [010] in-plane MgO crystallographic orientations of sample S25
(left) and sample S150 (right).
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Both samples showed a magnetization saturation (Ms) of
∼1.88 MA/m that is comparable to the equiatomic Fe50Co50
bulk alloy (1.95 MA/m)2 being also larger than the values
commonly reported in the literature, thus confirming the high
quality of the films. The change of the hysteresis loop shape
with the angle indicates an in-plane anisotropic behavior whose
feature is different in the two samples. This aspect is clearly
evident in the polar graphs of Figure 6 showing the reduced
remanence magnetization Mr/Ms as a function of the field angle
ϕ, which exhibits, for both samples, a 4-fold symmetry typical
of a cubic system25,26 with two orthogonal maxima (Mr/Ms ∼
0.9) corresponding to the easy magnetization directions at
approximately ϕ = ϕο + nπ/2, where ϕο = 0 (π/4) for sample
S25 (S150). The different symmetry reflects a different easy-
axes spatial arrangement in the two samples, as discussed
below.

■ DISCUSSION

According to theoretical studies,27 the nucleation and growth
mechanism of laser plasma-deposited thin films can be
described as a function of the experimental conditions due to
the strict correlation existing between the growth parameters
(laser flux density, substrate temperature) and the structural
and microstructural film properties. In this work, a high value of
laser fluence (7 J/cm2) was chosen to maximize the deposition
rate and to obtain a two-dimensional island growth that takes
place when a high number of small nuclei with reduced
mobility are quenched on a lower-temperature substrate. It is
well-known that the mechanism of formation of the first islands
nucleating on the substrate plays the most important role in
determining the final morphology and orientation of the film.28

Moreover, if the surface diffusion is sufficient to allow an island
to reach its thermodynamic equilibrium, then its shape and
orientation will be determined by the minimization of the total
surface free energy. Such energy is composed of three terms: (i)
the surface free energy of FeCo islands (γFeCo) that is minimum
for a bcc lattice along the {110} planes (closest packed),28 (ii)
the surface free energy of the substrate, and (iii) the free energy
of the interface between the film and the substrate.
However, the deposition conditions do not always allow

thermodynamically driven growth, and the dependence of the
crystallographic texture on the process parameters may be

affected by a combination of both kinetic and thermodynamic
aspects. At low substrate temperature, as in the case of sample
S25, the high kinetic energy of the adatoms impinging on the
substrate does not lead to an extended surface diffusion, and
this is expected to limit the achievement of equilibrium in the
growth of islands; the growth mechanism is thus governed by
the minimization of the interface free energy that is minimized
by the reduction of film−substrate mismatch, and a coherent
interface is then obtained (Figure 7). The resultant film
orientation is the (100) (cube-on-cube growth mode)29 for
which a misfit of ∼4% can be calculated according to the
following expression: 100[d(200)Mg − d(110)FeCo]/d(200)Mg,
where d(ABC)XY is the interplanar distance associated with the

Figure 6. Polar plots of the angular dependence of the reduced remanence magnetization Mr/Ms (ϕ) evaluated from the room temperature angular
hysteresis loops (0° < ϕ < 180°); (left) sample S25, (right) sample S150. The 180−360° branch has been traced by mirroring the 0−180° data.

Figure 7. (a,b) In plane growth relationship between the (001) plane
of the MgO substrate and the FeCo growth plane: (a) sample S25
(001),[110]FeCo // (001),[100]MgO; (b) sample S150 (011),
[100]FeCo // (001),[100]MgO (left) and (011),[011]FeCo //
(001),[100]MgO (right). The illustration in (c) indicates the
directions of the FeCo magnetocrystalline easy-axis for sample S25
(dotted arrows) and sample S150 (dashed arrows).
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lattice planes (ABC) of the crystallographic phase XY. This
value must be compared with that of the S150 sample. In this
case, the interception of the FeCo cell on the interface’s plane is
rectangular; thus, two misfit values can be calculated in two
nonequivalent perpendicular directions (Figure 7b). One misfit
value is 4%, which is equal to the previous one, whereas the
other can be evaluated as 100[d(200)Mg − d(200)FeCo]/
d(200)Mg = 32%. In this case, with the substrate temperature
sufficiently high to promote nuclei diffusion, the cluster
coalescence leads to the growth of larger equilibrium islands
whose preferential orientation is such as to minimize the total
free energy, including the free surface energy γFeCo. The (110)
orientation of sample S150, which is also characterized by larger
grains with respect to S25, is consistent with this model.
Moreover, the presence of a disordered interface suggests that
the γFeCo term, when not negligible, is higher than the interface
energy, and the interfacial layers of the (110)-oriented film
relax in a disordered structure.
The in-plane anisotropic magnetic behavior observed in the

two samples is consistent with the two different growth
orientations of the bcc FeCo films when the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy is dominant. For bulk Fe50Co50 alloys, the second-
and fourth-order magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants are
both negative (i.e., K1 ≈ −7 × 103 J/m3 and K2 ≈ −40 × 103 J/
m3),26 from which it results that the easy- and hard-axes would
correspond to the [110] and [100] crystallographic directions
when the measurements are carried out in the (100) plane
(where the contribution of the K2 constant is zero), and easy-,
medium-, and hard-axes are aligned along the [111], [110], and
[100] directions, respectively, when the measurements are
performed in the (110) plane.30 This different magnetic
behavior is coherently observed in the polar plots reported in
Figure 6. For sample S25, the four maxima at ϕ = 0 + nπ/2
correspond to the four [110] easy axis directions of the FeCo
film. The maximum value of Mr/Ms (∼0.9) is slightly smaller
than that expected for a perfect cubic crystal (i.e., 1), likely
because of a small angular dispersion in the film plane of the
[110] crystallographic axis. For sample S150, where two
orthogonal FeCo unit cell orientations are possible, the maxima
of Mr/Ms, which corresponds to the [111] FeCo crystallo-
graphic axis, are tilted approximately ±10° with the respect to
the [110] MgO direction (see Figure 7c); this would result, in
conjunction with a reasonable slight in-plane angular
distribution of the [111] crystallographic axes, in a cone of
possible easy-axis directions around the [110] MgO direction.
This is experimentally evidenced by the angular remanence
curve, where the maximum values are spread to approximately
±10° around ϕ = π/4 + nπ/2 (n = 1, 2, ···). The values of the
maxima of the reduced remanence (∼0.85) are lower than the
ones observed in the S25 sample, likely because of larger
distribution of the easy axes. It is worth noting that the values
of the reduced remanence along the [100] and [110] MgO
directions are not different, as expected for an ideal [110] cubic
crystal, because of the two possible orthogonal orientations of
the FeCo cell that cancels the difference.
The high degree of structural and microstructural ordering is

also reflected by the coercivity (Hc) along the easy axis
direction, whose values (μ0Hc (S25) ≈ 2 mT and μ0Hc (S150)
≈ 4 mT) are very low compared to typical FeCo thin films
deposited at low temperature.2,31−33 The slight increase of Hc at
increasing temperature may be ascribed to an increase in the
grain size and/or to the presence of microstructural defects at
the interface region that can act as pinning centers that hinder

the magnetization reversal during the application of the external
field.

■ CONCLUSIONS
By properly selecting the growth conditions in a PLD process,
it possible to obtain FeCo granular thin films characterized by a
smooth surface and high degree of crystallographic order with a
defined growth orientation that can be suitably varied by
changing the deposition temperature ([001] at 25 °C and
[110] at 150 °C). The high structural quality, even at room
temperature, is reflected in high values of the saturation
magnetization (∼1.88 MA/m) and low coercivity (∼2 mT at
25 °C and ∼4 mT at 150 °C, along the easy-axis), matching the
requirements for technological applications. The close
correlation observed between the anisotropic magnetic
behavior and the crystallographic orientation make these
samples a model for fundamental studies on magnetic systems
characterized by cubic anisotropy.
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